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ABSTRACT
It is argued that incentives for employees in the public service agencies will necessarily be weak because of the multiple
dimensions of products, multiple principals, incomplete contract, and socializing. Some empirical studies refer to incomplete contracting situations as part of the cause of the diminishing of the public sector. This work investigates the
effects of privatization and ownership shares on incentive schemes for employees who work for public or privatized
firms under incomplete contracting situations. Two main results are obtained. First, the incentive intensity of public
firms decreases as the government has more ownership shares, and the social benefit declines. Second, privatized firms
offer their employees higher-powered incentive contracts than do public firms.
Keywords: Incentives in the Public Sector; Incomplete Contracts; Privatization; Ownership Rights

1. Introduction
It has been established in the literature that low-powered
incentives in compensation contracts in the public sector
arise in such situations as multi-tasking, multi-principal,
incomplete contract, and socializing (e.g., [1-4]). Regarding the causes of low incentive intensity in the public
sector, multi-task models refer to conflicts among tasks;
multi-principal models, to competition among principals;
and socializing models, to utility from engaging in the
public sectors.
Some empirical studies have also analyzed the factors
reducing incentives in the public sector. [5] explains that
performance-based organizations that the Gore Plan promoted did not give incentives to employees, since the
public agency, which depends on the government for its
budgets and thus has lower incentives to maximize profits, cannot commit to a target agreed upon in advance
and to performance-related pay. [6] state that performancerelated pay did not improve workers’ motivation because
the employees distrusted the related appraisal system. [7]
purport that privatized firms tend to shift toward payment
schemes that are more linked to performance. These works
all refer to incomplete contracting situations as part of
the cause of the diminishing of the public sector.
This paper investigates how the ownership rights of
public and privatized firms, and also privatization, affect
the incentive intensity of compensation schemes under
incomplete contracting situations. Some theoretical artiCopyright © 2012 SciRes.

cles discuss whether and when privatization enhances
cost-reduction or value-increasing investments, on the
basis of the incomplete contracts approach (e.g., [8,9]).
[10,11] shows that under nationalization, in which the
government can adjust production levels ex post, the
cost-reduction effort is very low or zero. These studies,
however, do not address the relationship between privatization or ownership rights and the incentive schemes
that firms offer to employees.
This paper sheds light on the effects of governmental
ownership rights and of privatization on incentive schemes under incomplete contracting situations. We obtain
two results. First, less ownership shares by the government and larger social benefit from project lead to an
increase in the incentive intensity of the contract between
a public firm and an employee. Second, a public firm
offers a lower-powered incentive contract to its employees than a privatized firm.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 sets out
the model and sequence of events. Section 3 treats the
benchmark cases, and Section 4 discusses the public firm
case. Section 5 deals with the model under privatization
in addition to the public firm case, and Section 6 presents
the conclusions.

2. The Model
We consider a government and a firm that are risk neutral, and an employee who is risk averse. There are two
TEL
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kinds of firms: a public firm, which is owned by a single
manager and the government, and a privatized firm,
which is owned by a single private owner and the government.1 We assume that only the public firm exists
under nationalization, and also only the privatized firm
under privatization. The government aims to derive social benefit B  R from an indivisible project. The
government delegates a project to a firm and offers a
transfer, t, to the firm. The cost of the project is   x ,
where  denotes the cost type, and x is the output of the
employees’ effort, a  R . The cost-reduction effort
contributes to raising the output, x  a   , where ε is
the noise, which is a normal random variable with mean
0 and variance  2 .2 Effort is unobservable for the firm.
For example, suppose an employee makes an effort to
find a less costly way of constructing a bridge. The output, x is observable and verifiable. For simplicity, two
types of cost parameters are assumed,   1 ,  2  , and
0  1   2 . The low cost parameter, 1 , is drawn with
probability , and the high one,  2 , with probability
1 p .
Firms offer a set of contracts dependent on output x.
We assume a linear compensation scheme, w     x ,
in order to explicitly measure the strength of the incentives, where  and  , respectively, denote a fixed
payment and an incentive intensity.3 High intensity implies that the wage is more related to the employee’s
performance, x, and that it is regarded as higher-powered
incentive payment. The contract parameters,  and
 , are taken to be observable and verifiable. Disutility
of effort is denoted as d(a )  ka 2 2 , where ݇ is a parameter that measures the extent of disutility. The disutility function is strictly increasing and strictly convex.
The government owns a fraction,    0,1 , of the
firm’s profits, while its manager owns a fraction, 1   .4
As [12] point out, for a public firm,  could be close to
one, whereas for a private firm,  is close to zero.5
Furthermore, a government can observe the cost parameter,  , of a public firm ex ante, but not of a privatized one. Since x is verifiable, this implies that the government can, ex post, learn about a public firm’s cost,
  x , as well. As an owner of public firms, the government can know inside information, such as accounted
costs and profits, whereas information about the private
1

Although, in practice, the government and many dispersed shareholders own a public firm, for simplicity, the government and a single
manager are taken to represent them.
2
It is assumed that there is no other market for the output of investment,
so that output is relation specific and is not useful for trade with other
governments or firms.
3
[13] discuss how limiting attention to a linear compensation scheme is
justified in agency problems and other practical situations.
4
[13,14] take the manager and shareholder to own a fraction of the
firm’s cash flow.
5
Many privatized firms are, in fact, owned by both the government and
external stakeholders for several years (e.g., [7,15]).
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firm is not available for the government because inside
information can be easily manipulated, and it is tied together with ownership (e.g., [10,11]).6
The government can also cancel a project launched
by a public firm, depending on realized production cost.
The government owns a large part of a public firm,
knows its cost information, and thus can decide to halt or
proceed with the project. [10,11] assumes that the quantity of public goods is efficiently determined ex post by
the government under nationalization. On the other hand,
if the government is inclined to stop a project in a private
firm, then renegotiation must take place between the
government and the other owners, but it is difficult to
cancel the project. In practice, the government is unable
to intervene in a private firm’s decisions about production because of its small portion of ownership in the firm
(e.g., [7]).
The sequence of decisions is as follows. After  is
realized, the government decides whether or not to start a
project; and if it starts the project, it designs and offers
subsidy schemes. Under nationalization, the manager of a
public firm decides whether to accept the scheme or to
reject it. If it is accepted, the manager, in turn, offers
wage contracts to the employees.7 Under privatization, a
similar process occurs, with the owner-manager making
the decisions. Following the contract, the employee exerts effort and output x is realized. Under nationalizetion, the government reconsiders whether to proceed with
or terminate the project after observing the realized cost
of the project.
At payoff, the government obtains social benefit minus a
transfer to the firm and fraction  of the firm’s profits.
The payoff of the government is given by

g  B  ti    ti  i  x    i  i x  ,

(1)

where i  {1, 2} is an index for cost type. The manager or
owner-manager of the firm earns part of its net profits,
which are subsidy minus project cost and wage payment:

1     ti  i  x   i  i x  .

(2)

We suppose that the employee’s utility is constant absolute risk aversion (CARA). Let cost reduction effort be ai
when cost type i is realized. The employee’s utility is
given by  exp  r  wi  d  ai   , where r ( 0) repre-





sents the degree of absolute risk aversion. Because output
is a normal random variable with mean a, the expected
utility is expressed as
6

The government does not generally intend to collect information about
the firm with which it will contract and is prohibited from entering into
a long-term relationship with a particular firm [16, p. 372].
7
It is assumed that both subsidy schemes and wage contracts are complete contracts and that the enforcement is not dependent on accomplishment or termination of a project.
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E   exp r  wi  d  ai      exp  rCE  ai   ,



where CE  ai    i  i ai  kai2 2  r  i2 2 2 is certainty
equivalent. As well known in the literature, an employee
can be regarded as maximizing certainty equivalent instead of utility. Suppose that the reservation utility is –1.
Since the manager pursues the least payment as much as
possible, the employees’ participation constraint is denoted by
CE  ai   0.
(3)
We also assume that B  i  0 . That is the condition
under which it is always socially efficient to launch a
project ex ante.
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function of t , given ai . The objective function (6) is
rewritten as

 B  i  ai  1  F  X i* |ai     2 f  X i* |ai   kai2

where f  t | ai  is the density function of t conditional
on ai . (The derivation of (7) is given in the Appendix.)
The project is accomplished with probability
1  F X i* ai and the government then obtains an additional payoff, as expressed in the first and second terms
of (7). If the project is cancelled, the government’s payoff becomes the third term of (7) and is, therefore, negative.
Maximizing (7) with respect to ai , the optimal effort
ai is obtained as







3. Benchmark Cases

B  i  ai   kai2 2 for i  1, 2.

(4)

The solution of the maximization problem is
ai  a  1 k .

(5)

This result shows that socially optimal effort is independent of the cost parameter. Because B  i  0 from
the assumption, the government always launches a project ex ante, even if ai  0 .
The Socially Efficient Effort When Cancellation Is Possible
This case is different from the first benchmark case in
assuming that if output is so detrimental that termination
of a project could be ex post efficient for the government,
then the government can stop the project. If the government is to complete the project ex post, the social benefit
minus the cost of the project would not be negative:
B  i  x   0. This condition is rewritten as
x  i  B , and we define X i*  i  B as the threshold
of whether to complete or terminate the project in the
second socially efficient case. An employee’s effort is
hence chosen so as to maximize


  B  i  x  dF  x|ai   kai

2

2,

(6)

X i*

where F  t | ai  is the normal conditional distribution
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.



ai  1  F X i* ai

This section examines two benchmark cases: the model
in which the government cannot cancel a project, and the
one in which the government can cancel a project after
observing the output. In both models, we assume that the
government as a social planner can directly choose the
employees’ effort. As a result, the government gives the
manager and employees an amount of payment equal to
their reservation wages.
The Socially Efficient Effort When Cancellation Is Impossible
Effort α is chosen so as to maximize the sum of an expected government payoff and manager’s payoff:

2, (7)



k.

(8)

(The derivation of (8) is given in the Appendix.) 8 A
comparison of (5) and (8) reveals that the effort level is
lower when the government is able to cancel a project as
opposed to when it is not able to cancel. The reason is
that in the second benchmark case, the government does
not have to make an employee work hard since it is likely
that output x is of no use.

4. Incentives in the Public Firm
Under nationalization, the government can influence the
public firm’s decision about the continuation of a project
directly after observing cost performance   x . When
from (1), the project cost the government must incur after
output is realized,    x  , exceeds the social benefit,
cancellation of the project is ex post efficient for the
government. Therefore, if B   i  x   0 for i  1, 2 ,
then the government cancels the project. Depending on
whether or not the project is canceled, the government’s
ex post payoff is decided as follows:
B  ti    ti  i  x    i  i x  if x  X i ,
ti    ti   i   i x  if x  X i ,

where X i  i  B  . The project in which a cost-efficient firm engages is more likely to be accomplished
because X 1  X 2 .
The model is solved by backward induction. From (2),
a manager solves the following problem:
max 1   

 ai ,i , i 




 ti   i  x  dF  x|ai    i  i ai  ,
Xi



(9)

8

The second-order condition is assumed to be satisfied. By differentiating the first-order condition and calculating, we obtain the second-order
condition: f X i* ai  k .
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subject to participation constraint (3) and an incentive
constraint,
(10)
CE   ai    i  kai  0.
Substituting (3) and (10) into (9), the manager’s maximization problem is expressed as, analogous to the derivation of (7),

max 1    ti   i  ai  1  F  X i |ai  
ai

(11)
2 .

The second and third terms in the bracket of (11) are
the expected additional costs that a public firm must incur when a project is accomplished. The first and fourth
terms are independent of the completion of the project.
Analogous to the derivation of (8), in solving (11) with
respect to ai , we obtain the effort level of the employee:

 

 2 f  X i |ai   ai2 k 1  r 2 k

aiN 

   Bf  X
k 1  r k 



1  F X i |a

N
i

i

N
i

a

2



  ,

 



2

 iN 
9





1  F X i |aiN  Bf X i |aiN
1  r 2 k



 ;

.

aiN k  2 k  1
2

The second-order condition is assumed to be satisfied:
f  X i |aiN   B  X i  aiN  f  X i |aiN  /  2  k 1  r 2 k   0.
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diN iN daiN
da N
 N
k i .
d
d
ai d

(15)

It follows from the normality of x that the derivative
of (12) with respect to  is rewritten as
daiN

d



 
 BX
 1 


. (16)
a 
 f  X |a 



B 2 X i  aiN f X i |aiN



k 1  r 2 k



(12)

where aiN denotes effort at the equilibrium under nationalization. The solution has the following three features:9 first, compared with both socially-efficient effort
cases, (5) and (8), the level of effort is low due to risk
shearing between the manager and the employees. This
situation is reflected in the denominator at the right-hand
side of (12). Second, the government has more motivetion for completing a project under nationalization than
in the second benchmark case, since both the government
and the manager share ownership of a public firm. From
the definition of X i and X i* , we can confirm that the
threshold X i becomes lower than X i* . This means that
because the government’s cost burden is limited to its
share of ownership, the government is more likely to
continue a project under nationalization. Third, because
the manager does not care about the social benefit under
nationalization, the cost-reduction effort will be low. In
the second benchmark case, the government acquires
payoffs from social benefit, thereby attempting to make
an employee exert effort to realize low production costs.
By contrast, under nationalization, the transfer a manager
receives from the government is paid independently of
the accomplishment of the project, implying that the
manager is unlikely to induce the higher level of effort.
Using (3), (10), and (12), the terms of a wage contract,
 and  , are given by
N
i

We next analyze the effects on incentive intensity of a
change in ownership and social benefits. The following
results are obtained.
Proposition 1. 1) Incentive intensity for an employee
decreases with an increase of government ownership; 2)
Incentive intensity for an employee increases with increasing social benefits.
Proof. 1) The derivative of  iN with respect to  is,
using (10),




3

2

N
i

i

2

i



N
i

(The derivation of (16) is given in the Appendix.)
Since the second-order condition (13) is satisfied, the
denominator on the right-hand side of (16) is positive.
Therefore, the effect of  on aiN is negative since
X i is negative by the assumption B    0 implying
that from (15), the derivative of  iN with respect to 
is also negative.10
2) The proof is analogous to proof (1). The derivative
of  iN with respect to B is equal to (15), except that 
is replaced by B. If we apply the derivation of (16), the
derivative of aiN with respect to B is rewritten as
daiN

dB



 
 BX
 1 


. (18)
a 
 f  X |a 



 B X i  aiN f X i |aiN



k 1  r 2 k






2

2

N
i

i

2



i

N
i

The denominator on the right-hand side of (18) is positive by the second-order condition (13), and the numerator is also positive from the assumption B    0 .
Therefore, as the social benefit increases, the employees’
effort and incentive intensity increase. Q.E.D.
On the basis of these results, we consider the effect of
change in ownership and social welfare on the threshold
X i . As the government owns more control rights  , the
10

Although the results are dependent on the assumption, we can weaken
the assumption and obtain the same results. The term X i  aiN is
rewritten from X i  i  B  as follows:





X i  aiN   i  B   aiN   B  i  aiN  .

(14)
(13)

(17)

Equation (17) shows that if the average ex ante profit for the government, B  i  aiN  , is positive, the right-hand side of (17) is still
negative. The government generally launches a project if the average
benefit from the project is over zero ex ante, suggesting that the effect
of ownership share on effort will be positive in practice.
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threshold becomes large; therefore, the government is
less likely to continue with a project. The incentive to reduce the cost of the project decreases, with the implication that the manager will elicit less effort. On the other
hand, an increase in social benefits raises the probability
of the completion of the project since X i is decreasing
in B. The manager then elicits a greater cost-reduction
effort.11,12

5. Comparison of Incentives before and after
Privatization
In this section, we also consider the privatized firm that
belongs to both the government and the owner-manager,
who possesses not only the property rights but also control of the firm. We assume that the government cannot
alter its decision on a project after the cost is realized.
A private manager finds variables  ai ,  i , i  to solve

max 1    ti  i  ai    i  i ai  for i  1, 2,

ai , i , i

subject to (3) and (10), where ti is regarded as given.
The solutions are given by
ai  a P 

i   P 
i   P 



1

k 1  r 2 k



,

(19)

r 2 k  1





2





6. Conclusion
The empirical literature shows that an incomplete contracting situation in the public sector, such as difficulty in
committing to targeted objectives and distrust of the appraisal system, results in payment schemes that are less
related to performance than are those in the private sector
(e.g., [5-7]). This paper investigates what incentive schemes public and privatized firms employ and how ownership interest influences incentive intensity via the incomplete contract model of privatization. We obtain two results. First, when the government holds a significant portion of ownership rights or when the social benefit of a
project is small, the manager of a public firm adopts
low-powered incentives. The first result mainly comes
from the Section 4. Second, the strength of incentives in
privatized firms always exceeds that of public firms. The
second result comes from the Sections 4 and 5.
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The first term of the bracket of (23) is expressed as

Appendix

dF  X i aiN 

The derivation of (7)
Since x is normal, a truncated expectation of x is as
follows:

d





 xdF  x ai 

X i*






2
 2π



2

X i*

 1  x  ai 2 
exp
 
 dx
 2    
2







ai

 





  2 f X i* ai  ai 1  F X i* |ai .

df X i aiN

Therefore, (6) is rewritten as (7).
The derivation of (8)
For any interior solution, the first-order condition of
(7) is given by







1  F X i* ai   B   i  ai  Fa X i* ai







(20)

 2 f a X i* ai  kai  0.



From the normality of x, Fa X i* ai
are, respectively,















and f a X i* ai







f a X |ai 


X i*  ai

1

2

 2π



 1  X *  a 2 
i
exp    i
  (21)
 2   



i  B  ai
f X i* ai .
2









1  F X i* ai   B  i  ai  f X i* ai







  B  i  ai  f X ai  kai  0.
*
i

(22)





 dF X i |a
 
d



N
i
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d B
N 
 f X i ai   .
d  
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f X i aiN









N
B df X i ai
.


d

(25)











f X i aiN X f X i aiN da N
i
i

d
X i

aiS

 1  X  a N 2  B
i

exp
  i
  2
 2 
 2π  2
  

X  aN
daiN
 i 2 i f X i aiN
d




X i  aiN

1





X i  aiN



2

X i  aiN



2



(26)





B

f X i aiN

2



f X i aiN

N
i

 dda


.

From (26), (25) is expressed by
d B
N 
 f X i ai 
d  

B  B X  aN 
  2 1   i 2 i  f X i aiN
  


N
N
B X i  ai
N dai
f
X
a
.
 
i
i
d

2







From an easy calculation of (22), (8) is obtained.
The derivation of (16)
The derivative of (12) with respect to γ is
daiN
1

d
k 1  r 2 k

B





By substituting (21) into (20), (20) is rewritten as



.



d



Fa X i* ai   Fx X i* ai   f X i* ai ;
*
i

d

(24)

The derivative of probability density function
f  X i aiN  with respect to γ is





ai

d B
N 
 f X i ai 
d  


 1  x  ai 2 
exp   

 2    



x  ai







X i

F  X i aiN  daiN

The second term in the bracket of (23) is given by

 1  x  ai  2 
x

exp
 
 dx

 2    
 2π X i*




1

F  X i aiN  X i



(27)



Substituting (24) and (27) into (23) and calculating, we
obtain (16).

(23)
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